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BSNews
NOVEMBER 1992
IRISH BUILDING SERVICES NEWS
The PoW'er of Partnership
Speakers at the Bord Gais annual sales conference at Actons Hotel in Kinsale recently were (left to right): Danny
Cavanagh, Gas Group Sales; Paul O'Shaughnessy, Group Marketing Manager, Bord Gais; John English, Managing
Director, Hevac; Dave Rooney, Hutchinson & Rooney Lld; Brendan Pluck, Paramount Heating Services Lld.
Quadrant and C&F Merge
Both emphasised that
commitment to quality and
service - for which both
are separately renowned -
will continue to be the
cornerstone of the new
operation.
companies seek partners to
enable them to develop and
grow so that they can give
the consumer the type of
service that is reqUired in
Ireland in the 1990s. The
synergy that exists
between the Quadrant
Engineering and C&F Ltd
businesses is so obvious
that the merger was more
or less inevitable".
John DUignan reiterated
these sentiments and said
that, in his opinion, the
merger would set a trend
in the industry that others
might well follow in the
future. He also stated that
the intention was to
expand the new Quadrant
business qUickly.
Director with Michael
Melligan, Technical
Services Director.
Quadrant Ltd will operate
from the existing Quadrant
premises in Chapelizod,
the transfer of the current
C&F organisation being
completed on the fIrst of
this month.
As we went to press
Michael Smyles told
BSNews: "In today's
competitive business
environment it is essential
that small to medium-sized
Potterton Myson Ireland
While it is now more than a month in operation, there are
those who still don't know that, as and from 1 October
last, Myson (Ireland) Ltd changed its trading name to
Potterton Myson Ireland.
This change arose out of the coming together of Potterton
Myson as a trading entity within Blue Circle Industries
plc.
Andrew Sykes portable
heaters, Honeywell and
Coster Controls, Rite-Vent
chimneys and flues.
Bradlee package steam
boilers, Kromschroder gas
controls and Regency
Modular boilers.
The new company will
trade as Quadrant Ltd with
Michael Smyles acting as
Chairman, Joe Linders,
Deputy Chairman and
John DUignan. Managing
Director. Kay Scully
becomes Administration
While the recent
announcement of the
Quadrant Engineers and
C&F Ltd merger took some
1.: urprise. the coming
ther seems most
appropriate - and indeed
opportune - when
analysed further.
Right throughout the world
there is a marked
development which has
seen the key number of
players in virtually every
industry sector whittled
down to a select few. This
trend is already apparent
on the international
building services
marketplace and it was
inevitable that it should
also be brought to bear on
the Irish scene.
lliis respect Quadrant
and C&F were ideal
candidates. Both are long-
established. respected
businesses with a history
of serving the
industrial/commercial and
domestic markets
respectively. As such they
are the ideal
complementary operations,
perfectly suited to a
structured merger.
Additionally, between them
they represent some of the
foremost names in heating
and cooking appliances
throughout Europe.
including Buderus boilers,
Riello burners, Glow-worm
gas boilers. Flavel Leisure
gas cookers and fIres.
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Founded in 1945 in Denmark, Grundfos today has produc-
tion, sales and service facilities worldwide. The company
manufactures a wide mnge ofpumps for heating systems,
industrial applications, irrigation plants, and urban and
ruml water supply.
materials, improved designs
and better production
techniques.
And for good reason...
Because we're counting on
our high standards ofquality
to keep us in circulation for a
long time to come.
In fact, we make over three mil-
lion circulators a year - for factories
and schools, hospitals and apart-
ment buildings. Which makes us
the world leader.
Grundfos circulators are quiet,
easy to install and maintain. Above
all, our pumps are supremely reli-
.- able. They're designed and manufac-
tured using the latest CAD/CAM
technology to tolerances that set the
standard for the industry. And backed by hundreds
of training and service experts.
We have an entire research division-soon to GRUNDFOS [JI
include a new 100 million Danish kroner research ~
and development center - devoted to finding new You can't name a better pump
Grundfos (Ireland) Ltd., Unit 34, Stillorgan Industrial Park, Blackrock, Co. Dublin, Ireland. Tel: 101) 295 4926. Fax: (011 295 4739.
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Readership Data
Irish Building Services News (formerly Irish
H&V News) is Ireland's only Building Services
magazine providing coverage of heating,
ventilating, air conditioning, refrigeration,
sanitaryware, plumbing, maintenance and
environmental industries. It is the only
publication catering exclusively for these
industries and its circulation includes
members of the following:-
Chartered Institution of Building Services
Engineers (CIBSE);
echanical Engineering & Building
ces Contractors'
Association (MEBSCA); The Association of
Consulting Engineers of Ireland (ACEI); The
Mechanical Engineering Contractors'
Association;
The Institute of Domestic Heating Engineers
(IDHE);
The Registered Heating Contractors
Association; The Maintenance, Energy &
Environmental Technology Association
(MEETA) which incorporates energy
managers and maintenance managers;
The Energy Conservation & District Heating
Association; The Institute of Plumbing;
The Irish Home Builders Association (IHBA);
Builders MerchantslTrade Supply Outlets.
In addition, Irish Building Services News
circulates to independent building services
contractors and key executives in industry.
Government, Semi-State and local authority
bodies. Essentially, our circUlation is virtually
saturation coverage of all those with an
interest and/or involvement in the industry.
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TRADE NEWS
Brian Kenny, BSE (Dublin) Ltd with Eamonn Rapple, Regional Director,
FAS.
J lerrioti Radiat(~/
drinking water coolers and
dehumidifiers which will result
in 54 new jobs being created by
1996. The new premises will be
the company's manufacturing
facility and marketing/service
centre for Europe and the
Middle East.
The operation will be called
OASIS and production is
expected to begin later this year.
The production of drinking water
coolers and dehumidifiers uses a
wide range of components
including pressed and stam
steel parts, wire harnesses an a
variety of plastic injection
moulded parts, EBCO is firmly
committed to maximising its raw
material purchases in Ireland and
expects to spend over £2
million/annum at full production.
The location by EBCO of thi
new facility at Ballina, its first
investment outside the US, is in
line with the company's
commitment to develop its
markets in Europe and to
participate in the expected
growth. EBCO Manufacturing
Co of Ohio, a private comp
established in 1910, is owned y
the Benua family, and employs
over 400 people worldwide. The
company manufacturers drinking
water coolers, non-refrigerated
water fountains, bottled water
dispensers and dehumidifiers.
EBCO distributes its products to
over 50 countries and with
continual investment in R&D is
committed to on-going product
development. Its products
recognised as industry leaders
are marketed under the trade
names, OASIS, Acquaris and
Ebtech. The work will involve
the change of use only and minor
alterations.
EBCO Oasis for
Ballina
computerised estimating system.
A number of options have been
reviewed and a software
package selected. This system,
when operational, will
significantly reduce the amount
of time spent on estimating.
EBCO Manufacturing Company
of Columbus, Ohio, is to invest
£1.85m, with government
support, in a 2800 sq m facility
I in Ballina for the production of
Photographed at the presentation of BS 5750 to Merriott in Dublin
recently were (from left): Frank O'Donoghue, Sales Manager, Merriott
Radiators; John Kennedy, Managing Director, Radiator Division,
Barlo; and Michael Clifford, General Manager, Irish Operations, Barlo.
proposed training plan to reflect
the agreed objectives.
The design and implementation
of a quality system to meet the
requirements of ISO 9002 was
identified as one of the key
training objectives for 1992. The
implementation of this system
has resulted in improved two-
way communication between
management and staff which will
further develop as the system is
I fully implemented.
Following the completion of the
quality project, the company
plans to introduce a
Merriott Radiators, the
commercial radiators company
in the Barlo Group, has been
presented with certification in
accordance with ISO 9002;
1987/EN 29002; 1987 BS 5750;
Part 2; 1987. The award will
facilitate its expansion in the
Irish, British and European
markets for commercial
radiators.
British Quality
Award for
Merriott
Radiators
BSE (Dublin)
Wins Training
Award
BSE (Dublin) Ltd recently
received a FAS Regional
Training Award. Established in
1980, BSE provides a wide range
of specialist mechanical/building
services to the industrial,
commercial and private sector.
Towards the end of 1991 and
early this year, the company
identified a number of priority
areas for training and organised
staff to attend training in their
relevant fields. These were the
first formal off-the-job courses
attended by company staff since
its establishment. They provided
a stimulus for management and
staff to examine the whole area
of training and development. In
early 1992, a development plan
was prepared, this plan reviewed
current performance and
identified the company's
strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats. The
plan also set out the company
objectives for the next two years,
together with an action plan to
achieve these objectives and a
2 BSNews, November 1992 4
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In ustrial heating & ventilation equipment
1.5./150 9000/EN 29000
QUALITY SYSTEM
DUBLIN OFFICE:
Maurice Byrne
01·2839156
Mark Eire B.V.
Coolea, Macroom, Co. Cork, Ireland.
Telephone: 026·45344/45367 Fax: 026·45383
Dublin Office: Phone/Fax: 01·2839156
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TRADE NEWS
Ciaran O'Connell, BM's newly-
appointed Sales Manager.
heating scheme for the new 14-
house scheme at Howth.
lames Mulhern of A&M Process
Machinery Ltd., the Irish agent
for Flexalen, was among those
who also contributed to the
discussion which followed Mr
Engel's presentation.
Plumbing &
Drainage Direct
One of Ireland's leading
suppliers of stainless steel
plumbing and drainage products
- BM Stainless - has establi
a direct ordering and information
service for plumbers, contractors,
consultants, architects, merchants
and engineers in Ireland.
The products, which were
previously distributed through
Richmond Trading, include floor
drains, drainage channels, waste
pipework and catering
equipment. They are used
extensively in the food
processing, chemical, catering
and public service industries,
where high standards of hygiene
are required.
"The direct service will enabl
to deal swiftly with all orders and
requests from customers while
we will also provide advice and
information on the latest
products and techniques", ays
BM.s Regional Sale Manager,
Ciaran O'Connell.
This pipework is said to offer
many advantages over a pre-
insulated steel pipe system.
Recently, Or Harald Klug,
Austrian Trade Commissioner,
organised a luncheon
presentation at the Institute of
Engineers of Ireland Club for
Christian Engel, Managing
Director of Flexalen Fernwarme
Systeme GmbH.
Mr Engel had inspected the
installation of Flexalen at the
Togher site in Cork and
congratulated Cork Corporation
on the speed and expertise of its
staff in undertaking the jointing
and laying
Mr Peter Byrne, Chairman of the
Energy Conservation As ociation
of Ireland in contributing to the
di cussion, pointed out that the
promotion of the group heating
concept was one of the prime
objectives of his Association, and
he expressed a "Cead Mile
Failte" to the development of the
Flexalen pipe system.
Mr Byrne stated that the
Association had prepared and
submitted a proposal to Dublin
County Council for the
installation of a pilot group
New Mediation Service Launched
A new mediation service to assist parties resolve disputes without
going to arbitration or court was introduced at the Incorporated
Law Society by Judge Liarn Hamilton, President of the High Court
recently.
MacGreevy Keane Mediation is a contract dispute resolution
service in the areas of construction, property, insurance,
commercial contracts and the environmental field, formed as a
result of the success of similar services in North America and
Europe.
Mediation is an alternative to arbitration and the court system. The
court system tends to be time-consuming - sometimes taking two,
three or even five years for some cases to be sorted out. It can be
very expensive and it often leads to settlement under extreme
pressure "on the steps of the court". It can erode future business
relationships.
"At present, the cost to the parties of a day's hearing in the High
Court is about £20,000 plus 21 % VAT. The MKM Mediation
Service will cost about one-tenth of a High Court or arbitration
hearing", said David Keane, Chairman, MKM.
At the launch of MacGreevy Keane Mediationwere (I to r) David Keane,
MKM , Chairman; Mr Justice Liam Hamilton, President of the High
Court who launched the new service; and Desmond MacGreevy,
Director of MKM.
Pre-Insulated
Underground
Piping
The fir t installation in Ireland of
Flexalen - a flexible pre-
insulated all plastic under-ground
pipe system, for the transmission
of hot water, up to 95 C, and
corrosive chemical fluids - is in
progress in Cork, where it is
replacing 20-year-old corroded
steel pipes in the Cork
Corporation group heating
scheme at Togher housing estate,
constructed to an NBA design. Jointing Flexalen at Togher Industrial Estate, Cork
4 BSNews, November 1992 6
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PROJECT PROFILE
Intel Ireland Lld
Leixlip, Co. Kildare
Of this gross area, there is 5,112 sq m of Class I
Clean Area which is where the wafer fabrication is
carried out. This is claimed to be the largest Class I
Clean Room in Europe and is supported by a further
2840 sq m of clean rooms with less than Class I
cleanliness. Add to the above amount of IR£21 mjllion
for HVAC services, IR£12 million for process piping
and IR£9 million for electrical services and the scale
of the project is put in its proper context. This is a big
project by any standards and a very big project by Irish
standards.
This is a
big
~ oject by
any
standards
and a very
big
project by
Irish
standards
There are not many people in our industry whohave not heard of the huge, high-tech facilitythat the Intel Corporation are having built for
themselves out in Leixlip, Co. Kildare, to manufacture
state-of-the-art chips for the computer industry. In
fact, we were all extremely proud that Ireland had
been chosen for this prestigious project against stiff
competition.
As the construction stage is reaching its final phase, it
seems appropriate to review some aspects of the scale
and the technology being applied, as well as some of
the details in philosophy and design that make this
plant a truly extraordinary achievement.
The FAB 10 Facility, as it is known because it is the
tenth project in a current international series by Intel,
has a gross area of 49,470 sq m. It is typical of the
detail to which all those involved in this project had to
work, that the extra 30 sq m are not used to round
this number up to the grandiose sounding "forty nine
and a half thousand square metres".
But the human element was not forgotten in the scale
and technology. Anyone visiting the site will have
been impresseo with the comprehensive safety
document they are given, titled "General Site Rules".
With the result that there have been relatively few
accidents on the site, and those that did happen were
caused, in general, by stretching these rules. The
expansive wooden walkways between the various site
huts is a further indication, if it were needed, of the
"superiority" of this project.
The whole design philosophy was driven by a ZUD
goal. A what? A Zero Unscheduled Downtime goal.
Typically, the weather data from Dublin Airport for
the years 1981 to 1989 was analysed by the BIN
Method, and even though the temperatures of 29.4
deg. C. D.B./23.9 deg. C W.B. occurred only for 4
hours, these were the on coil conditions that were
given to the air handler coil manufacturer for his coil
selection for summer operation, for the FAB Area.
Similarly, a winter design condition of -12 deg C was
used. Central plant equipment was specified using a
summer design condition of 27.8 deg C D.B./22.2
deg. C W B. The indoor cleanroom design conditions
BSNews, November 1992 5
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for both summer and winter are 21 deg. C.D.B. + or-
0.27 deg. C/37.5 R.H. + or - 2.5%.
The "design" internal sensible cooling load for the
FAB Area is 320 watts/sq m and this will be handled
by two liquid chillers each with a capacity of 2900kW
when producing chilled brine at +I deg. C and three
chillers each with a capacity of 3450 kW when
producing chilled water at +6 deg C. Provi ion has
been made for a further four chillers each with a
capacity of 3450kW capacity each. The low
temperature chillers handle the dehumidification load,
and act as back-up for the 6 deg.C chillers through
heat exchangers. Another interesting feature in the +I
deg C chiller system is the provision of a base load for
the e chillers through a heat exchanger, with return
water from the 6 deg. C system, to avoid hot gas by-
pass and to maintain a more constant supply
temperature. This
chiller farm handles all
the other cooling loads
on the site as well.
The winter heating load
is provided for by one
3000kW boiler and two
5000kW boilers, all
operating at 120 deg C.
There is provision for a
further two 5000kW
boilers.
The power demand of the facility will be 20 MYA,
with standby power requirement of 2.7mW now and
4.5mW in the future. Two 1800kW diesel standby
generators are provided for the FAB Area, a 750kW
generator for the energy centre and the Reverse
Osmosis De-ionised Water plant, and a further 160kW
generator for the warehouse and raw water pump
house. An Uninterrupted Power Supply system of
3000 KYA capacity is also available.
6 BSNews, November 1992
To stay with the electrical theme and to further
understand the scale involved, there are two 110 kY
mains feeds and two 25/30 MYA mains substations
and distribution is by either IOkY underground ring or
dual feed to local ubstations throughout the complex.
The energy centre, for instance has three double ended
10 kY to 3.3 kY substations, as the chillers run on 3.3
kY in order to reduce fust cost. There are further
separate substations feeding the FAH Area, offices,
warehouse, nitrogen plant and the recently completed
Systems building.
A look at the HYAC side of the project reveals an
equally impres ive scale and a very comprehensive
range of technologies. The FAH fresh air uses 0.895,
m3/sec-m2 or cubic metres sec per square metres, with
the exhaust system from this area handling 0.716 cubic
metre/sec per square metre. The recirculation air flow
rate is 1653m. cubed/sec. The total site has a water
handling capability of 50 Its/sec, but also has the
services necessary to handle compressed air, three
types of nitrogen, oxygen, hydrogen and argon, waste
systems to handle acid, fluoride and solvent, on top of
all the usual soils and waste systems..
The clean rooms are obviously the core of the facility.
Clean rooms in general evolved from mixed flow
systems achieving class lk to lOOk, through horizontal
laminar flow to class 10k, followed by vertical laminar
flow with a central filter bank achieving class 100. A
verticallaminar flow with 100% ceiling filter coverage
using 99.99% efficient filters, with narrow tunnels
and sidewall return can achieve class 10. But of
course Intel needed
Class J, which they
have achieved by
using a system
similar to the abov
but with 99.995%
efficient filters,
raised floor, more
attention to flow
dynamics, gowning
protocols and a
maintenance
programme heavily
biased towards cleanliness.
Flexibility was an important influence on the design
criteria and called for an unobstructed clearspan for
the FAB Area of 45.9 metres. A modular overhead
overhead steel support design allows the recirculation
air handlers to be relocated without major interruption.
The utilitie had therefore to be available almost
anywhere and are repeated on a 7 metre pitch in the
8
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sub-Fab. The raised floor is not only used for better air
flow but also utility routing.
Reliability was also high on the agenda and the Zero
Unscheduled Downtime goal resulted in a N+1
philosophy for pumps, fans, chillers and substations.
This goal resulted in the distributed control system
being designed to stand alone locally if the network
"dies", in on-site water storage, and a 35-second diesel
oil backup for the natural gas fired boilers.
All of the above may read as if money was no object
and it was thrown at the project to ensure the design
criteria of ZUD was met. But a look at some of the
energy saving systems used show that every item was
examined most carefully. Water will be reused by
pumping it from the neutralised waste tank to the
scrubber and is to be tested for use in the cooling
towers. There is extensive use of variable frequency
drives for fans and pumps, and heat rejected by the
compressor in the nitrogen plant (13000 kW max) is
recovered to preheat the make-up water for the reverse
osmosis demineraliser (35 Itrs/sec). Furthermore, a
detailed analysis of the HEPA filters was carried out,
where pressure drop and particulate shedding were
compared. It was shown that the annual energy cost
difference in operating a 4,600 sq m cleanroom using a
filter that had a pressure drop of 0.279 in wg against
one that had a pressure drop of 0.457 in wg would be
IR£14,800. Significant differences in shedding also
occurred amongst several samples tested.
At the preliminary phase an environmental impact
study was carried out and included the site boundary
noise levels. To meet the government-mandated limits
of 45 dBA for night operation and 55 dBA for day
operation. it was necessary to acoustically treat both
the cooling towers and the emergency generator and to
select the make-up and exhaust fans very carefully.
At this stage computer modelling of the air flow
around the building and environs was used to optimise
SUPPLIER TO INTEL IRELAND LTD.
OF:
PRESSUREVESSELS TO A.S.M.E. VIII. Dlv.1.
AND
STORAGE TANKS TO A.P.1. 650
TUAM ENGINEERING IS ONE OF THE BEST EQUIPPED GENERAL
ENGINEERING WORKSHOPS IN IRELAND.
ALL TYPES OF HIGH QUALITY FABRICATION CAN BE UNDERTAKEN
INCLUDING CODED WELDING TO INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS.
IUAM CO. GALWAY. IEL: 093-24770 FAX: 093-24750 ILx: 50888.
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the location of exhaust stacks and air intakes, and,
with safety in mind, to determine that a gas cylinder
leak would not adversely affect building occupants or
the surrounding area.
Safety, which was referred to earlier, has been of
paramount importance always in this project. There is
a looped fire main with three fife pumps on the grid
and two tanks, with an automatic sprinkler ystem,
including heads in all process exhaust ducts, and an
ultra sensitive smoke detection and alarm system In
the FAB and computer room. A separate like safety
PLC based system covers fife alarm and prinkler
monitoring, intrusion and hazardous gas leak
monitoring and control. A gas leak automatically huts
down the affected tool. All make-up and exhaust
systems can operate on a standby generator with the
building management system's PLC providing
sequenced restart with the generators.
There is a wonderful sign at the exit from the site
which says "Safety does not end here - have you
fastened your seat belt?", which epitomises the
attention to all the details in this most complex project.
Desil:n Team
Overall Design and Construction Management: laco
International, Dublin.
Clean Room and Main Utilities Design: I.D.C.
Portland, 3 .
FAB Structural Design: Robin E Parke, Phoenix,
Arizona.
8 BSNews,November1992
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6-8 Pembroke Lane,
Ballsbridge, Dublin 4.
Telephone (01)683855
Fax (01)683086
Specialists in all aspects of
building services planned maintenance
Air Conditioning Sales and after Sales Customer Care.
'SITE SURVEY
.EOUIPN1ENT SALES
"'"
• INSTALLATIO S
'CO~lMISSIONING
•PLA ED l\1AINTENANCE
-EMERGENCY SERVICE
Creating new standards in meeting customers needs
The Flexible Solution ~I'tlas
The Environment 2000 advanced underfloor air conditioning system I.ft' -.,...
offers a unique package of benefits to the customer to meet the IIIrtrUV,') ,
challenge of the modern office environment
* Can be readily applied to a raised access floor system.
* The decision to air condition can be delayed until the tenant's fit-out.
* Will provide personalised levels of comfort throughout an office space.
* Has unlimited inbuilt flexibility to cater for re-arrangement of office partitioning.
* Is readily expandable with minimum disruption to office operations. $
For further details contact: TEMpAR
I-. "The Complete Package" For Air Conditioning11
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BTU GOLFING NEWS
Matchplay - Matchplay winner, Mick Matthews with BTU
Captain, Shay Keaney.
Matchplay - Runner-up Jim Duggan with BTU Captain Shay
Kearney
Edmondstown - Overall winner Joe Warren with Terry Bright,
Listor Tubes and BTU Captain, Shay Kearney
Edmonstown - Dan Chamber (First 9) with Terry Bright, Lister
Tubes and Shay Kearney, BTU Captain.
Edmondstown - Tim O'Flaherty, Class 3 winner with Terry
Bright, Lister Tubes and BTU's Captain, Shay Kearney.
Royal Duhlin - Tom Harrington, Class 2 winner
10 BSNews, November1992
1992 Round-up
This month saw the culmination of the BTU programme for1992, save of course for the forthcoming Turkey Shoot
after which the Golfer of the Year will be announced and
presented. Detailed below are the winners from the most recent
outings, including photographs.
EDMONSTOWN - Sponsored By Lister Tubes
Overall winner - Joe Warren, 41 pts.
Class 1- 1st: Gerry Baker, 34pts; 2nd: M Morrissey, 34pts;
3rd: M Matthews, 33pts.
Class 2 - 1st: Jim Duggan, 39pts; 2nd: Brendan Bracken,
36pts (B9); 3rd: Ray Byrne, 36 pts.
Class 3 - 1st: Tim O'Flaherty, 38pts; 2nd: Des O'Gorman,
33pts; 3rd: Joe Kane, 32pts.
Front 9 - 1st: Dan Chambers, 19pts (B3); 2nd: Sean Smith,
19pts.
Back 9 - 1st: John Lawlor, 17pts; 2nd: John Darcy, 17pts.
Visitors - Tom Keogh, 36pts; Terry Bright, 32pts; F
O'Donoghue, Ilpts.
CASTLE - sponsored by Finheat
Overall winner - Paul O'Shaughnessy, 43pts (B9).
Class 1 - 1st: Michael Carroll, 40pts; 2nd: Michael Matthews,
36pts (B9); 3rd: John Lavelle, 36pts.
Class 2 - 1st: Sean Smith, 43pts; 2nd: Michael Nelligan,
40pts; 3rd: Gerry Tobin, 37pts.
Class 3 - 1st: Ray Toner, 38pts, (B9); 2nd: Des O'Gorn1an,
38pts; 3rd: John Nolan, 37pts.
Front 9
Class 1- 1st: Joe Weafer, 19pts; 2nd: Peter Johnston, 18pts.
Class 2 - 1st: Peter Reynolds, 22pts; 2nd: Jim Duggan, 20pts
Class 3 - 1st: Bill Penrice, 22pts; 2nd: Tim O'Flaherty, 22pts.
Back 9
Class 1- 1st: Tony Delany, 19pts; 2nd: John Ennis, 19pts.
Class 2 - 1st: Jim Smith, 20pts; 2nd: Sean Farrell, 19pts.
Class 3 - 1st: Dan Chambers, 17pts; 2nd: Frank Somers
15pts.
Visitors - Garry Donnelly, 41 pts; Jim King, 39pts.
BTU NUREMORE WEEKEND Sponsored by ABB
1st - Brendan Keavney, 33pts.
2nd - Jim Duggan, 32pts
3rd - Michael Matthews, 31pt
4th - John Lavelle, 31 pts.
5th - Michael Morrissey, TI pts.
Back 9 -Brendan Bracken
Front 9 - Tony Delaney
Ladies
1st - Brigid Delaney
2nd - Marie Lavelle
3rd - Ann Morrissey
Sunday Scramble: Winning Team - Brigid Delaney,
Michael Matthews, Gerry Phelan.
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Royal Dublin winner Brend Ban racken
Carroll, 20pts,
Back 9-1 t' Es, amonn Cull 19Baker 19pts (B9). en, pts (B9); 2nd: Gerry
Visitors - 1st: Declan 0'0Ferguson, 37pts' 3rd' P t G onnell, 38pts; 2nd: Des
CLONTARF MATCHPLAY
Matchplay final- MichPlate _ Ist: Des Pender :el Matthews beat Jim Duggan
Melligan, 38pts, g st, 38pts (B9); 2nd: Michael
Non-qualifier - Michael Wyse,
Tom Noone look'golr?" ' 109 suntanned and relaxed "Wh• ... 0 cares about
ROYAL DUBL. IN Sponsored b JJWmner (President's P') Y Sampson & Sons(B9), nze - Brendan Bracken, 40pts
Class 1- 1st' 0 P d, es en ergast 37Moriarty, 36pts' 3rd' M' h ' pts; 2nd: Aubrey
Class 2 _ I t' T'0 'H lC, ael Matthews, 35pts,
. m amngto 3635pts; 3rd: John Lawlor 34 n, pts; 2nd: Jim Duagan
Class 3 _ I t. v' ,pts (B9). b ,
. mcent Dowlin 36 '
Somers, 32pts (B9)' 3 d' T g, pts, 2nd: Frank
Front 9 _ 1st: Ti~ ~'FI ~m Scott, 32pts (B9).
a erty, 2lpts; 2nd: Michael , . a ormley 35pts.
Designed for the toughest
possible jobS,in the worst possible conditions
®JDWCJlJGYJ]Q~
submersible
Dewatering pumps
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Merriott
Radiating
Style
Merriott
Radiators Ltd.
Unit 2,
Broomhlll Business
Park,
Broomhlll Road,
Dublin 24
Phone: 01-596209/596213
Fax: 01-596123
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RADIATORS
As with so many
other sectors
within the building
services industry,
the availability of
accurate and
reliable statistical
information vis-a-
vis market unitary
size and its
monetary value are
near-impossible to
come by.
Folly of the Short-
Term Outlook
All but a few of the leading players have little or no suchinformation at their disposal, while those who do, quiteunderstandably, are reluctant to divulge it for general
consumption, especially given the significant costs involved in employing
professionals to do it.
All credit is due, therefore, to three in particular of the market brand
leaders who talked openly and frankly to BSNews in the course of our
investigation into the radiator marketplace in Ireland.
The surprisingly-good news for starters is that, unlike a number of other
key sectors within the building services profile, demand for radiators has
held firm, the number of units for 1992 being put at approximately
300,000 with the value to the industry approaching something of the
order of £13 million. It is undoubtedly a very competitive market though
prices and margins in the domestic sector are said to be holding
reasonably firm. This business is primarily merchant-driven.
On the other hand, the market in relation to specified radiators is
currently caught up in something of a major battle. The players involved
will not, understandably, talk openly on the matter but, as building
services consultants know only too well, there is much mileage (and
money) to be made at present by playing one particular brand off against
the other. It's questionable who benefits from such a strategy. Is it the
consultant...the contractor...or maybe the client? Whether or which, the
short-term gains cannot be justified in the face of the consequent long-
term damage done to the industry.
lur
JOIN THE ROLL TOP RADIATOR REVOLUTION
1
1. Smooth Roll Top-no sharp edges-easier
to keep clean.
2. High Output Convectors-More Heat
from Less ce.
3. Consealed brackets
4. Integrated Air Vent-No ugly top plugs
or connections.
l~<O""'~\
"' ~6 ~
85352819n
Warmth with style starts at the Top
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Myson Supaline radiators now carry a S-year warranty.
Myson Supaline 5-Year Warranty
Myson Supaline radiators have been developed to reach very high
standards of efficiency by incorporating advanced manufacturing and
welding techniques. This method of construction ensures that the
Supaline radiator is, size for size, one of the highest output radiators
available on the market.
This extremely high thermal efficiency is made possible by welding the
convector fin directly onto the waterway channel of the radiator; a
process that is far more difficult and technically demanding than fixing a
convector to the dry sections of a radiator, but one that is responsible for
a much more effective exchange of heat from the radiator to the room.
The Myson Supaline is available in a range of 90 different sizes and
outputs to suit every individual requirement. There are four different
heights of radiator, four combinations of panel and convector, and an
exceptional range of widths.
Myson Supaline radiators resist the toughest of treatment because they
are finished in a durable polyester coating.
Before this coating is applied, the steel surface of the radiator is
chemically treated to ensure all over adhesion. The radiator is then dip
coated in a special film, which gives the Myson Supaline its silky smooth
surface.
To complete the picture every Myson Supaline is delivered with
concealed wall brackets and an air vent key, clearly coded with size and
output and protectively packaged to reach you in perfect condition ready
for assembly. The full range of Myson radiators, thermostatic radiator
valves and lockshields is your guarantee of all-round excellence.
In addition, every Myson radiator is now covered by a 5-year warranty.
Details from Potterton Myson (Irl) Ltd, Parkmore Industrial Estate, Long
Mile Road, Dublin 12. Tel.: 01 509075; fax: 01 553629.
PRODUCT REVIEW
RADIATORS
Merriott -
Investing In The
Future
Barlo Group plc has invested
heavily in Merriott Radiators
following its acquisition in July
1991, thereby ensuring its long term
survival and ability to service its
markets in the manner required.
The use of patented technology in
their Clonmel plant enables Merriott
to make its presence felt on national
and international markets.
This technology further ensures that
Merriott can offer radiators which
can be tailor-made to the designers'
requirements without the usual
manufacturing delays that can
occur where a customised product
is required. Radiators featuring
dimension tolerances of 1mm and
special colour requirements can be
supplied within 4/5 weeks from date
of order.
This availability permits the installer
to check site details far later than
would have been traditionally
expected and ensures that radiators
are accurately matched to site
conditions. The architect or
designer is therefore assured that
their dimensional tolerances or
design criteria can be met, even
though site details may change at a
very late stage in the project. This
permits a degree of flexibility not
normally available to the design
team.
Merriott Radiators' commitment to
quality is not only limited to its
products. In September 1992, only
one year after production
commenced, Merriott were
registered as a Firm of Accessed
Capability with BSI. This confirms
that the Quality Management
Systems controlling the supply of
goods and services is in
accordance with 8S5750: Part 2:
1987/ISO 9002: 1987: EN 29002:
1987.
Projects supplied cover a broad
14 BSNews, November 1992
spectrum of the building services
industry include schools, office
blocks, churches, hospitals, hotels
and private dwellings.
Apart from success on the home
market, Merriott is also opening up
export markets to Britain and
Europe. 'In July of 1992 they
successfully secured a substantial
order for a local authority
development in the USA.
The arrival of Merriott on the Irish
market has ensured that the
architect, engineer and contractor
now has a choice of radiators
available to them. Choice also
introduces an element of
competition which is beneficial to
all.
Continued support for Merriott
ensures a competitive healthy
environment.
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Kingspan LST Radiator
Kingspan Veha Ltd, one of the dominant forces in Irish rolled-top
radiators has recently completed the development of its LST radiator.
The radiator was previewed more than 18 months ago at the CIBSE
outing at the Nuremore Hotel, Co Monaghan, but will not be launched
officially until 10 November at the HVAC Exhibition in London. It will be
available immediately thereafter.
A policy of "Safety by Design" has resulted in this product meeting all
basic requirements expected of it, such as a constant low surface
temperature.
However, Kingspan Veha's dedication to cultivating a safer environment
for the individual does not stop there. The design of the Kingspan Veha
LST radiator reflects the emphasis the company places on health and
hygiene. This radiator offers the refinement of easily-cleanable curved
features in contrast to the aggressive corners and visible and hidden dirt-
catching grooves preferred by some LST manufacturers.
Further details from Kingspan Veha Ltd, The Murrough, Wicklow. Tel.:
0404 67278; fax: 0404 67731.
Runtalrad Ltd has been at the
forefront of quality high output
radiator design for 27 years. Over
the past 10 years it has developed
as a leader in the bespoke sector
and now ranks in the top four
companies in this specialised sector
in Europe. It also has ISO 9001
accreditation, the international
quality standard for design and
Runtalrad -
Providing
Heating Services
six heights to choose from -
220mm; 320mm; 420mm; 520mm;
620mm and 720mm and 18 lengths
ranging from 300mm to 2450mm
long. The 300mm and 400mm
lengths in both single and doubles
were recently added to the range
following requests from the trade for
a radiator to fit into tight corners
where wall space is at a premium,
such as kitchens and bathrooms.
In addition to stock sizes, Barlo also
offers an extensive range of
specials, curved and angled
radiators, all of which are available
in very short lead times.
Further details from Barlo Heating
Ltd, Davis Road, Clonmel, Co
Tipperary. Tel.: 052 22822; fax:
052 24729. Alternatively, Dublin
sales office at 01 596115; fax: 01
596123.
preference for their stylish
superheat slimline radiator.
When it comes to customer care,
Barlo boasts an unrivalled delivery
service. In today's highly-
competitive environment, this is
invaluable to merchants. It allows
them to operate within a tight stock
control system with the knowledge
and confidence that they can
depend on Barlo's stock and
delivery. It also, of course, relieves
them the pressure on working
capital.
A computerised quotation system
which will ensure a rapid response
to enquiries, together with its newly-
developed heat loss
calculations/pricing system, is about
to be launched. These systems are
now being made available to
merchant outlets.
Barlo's longterm commitment to
quality, both to manufacturing and
customer service, has been
awarded through the following
certifications both at home and
abroad - ISO 9002, DIN, NF, BS
5750 and other associated
European awards.
Barlo's strict policy in this area will
continue to strive to provide the
end-user with the quality of product
and service that is expected from a
top of the range product supplier.
Barlo also claims to have the most
comprehensive stock range of
radiators of all manufacturers, with
Barlo Heating Ltd is now one of
Europe's leading Rolled-Top
radiator manufacturers. This
position has been brought about by
its steady growth in the marketplace
in recent years. Continued
investment in plant, updating of
machinery, improved productivity,
better production methods and a
level of customer services which is
second to none, have all
contributed to bringing this situation
about.
Barlo's achievement over the past
two to three years in becoming a
front runner in the Irish market has
been remarkable. They are now
enjoying the highest level of sales in
the company's history.
Product quality and customer care
are very high on the agenda with
Barlo. Their rolled-top radiator is
now synonymous with quality-
conscious installers and merchants
throughout the country. House
builders too are showing a
Combining
Product Quality
With Customer
Care
Further details from Merriott
Radiators Ltd, Unit 2, Broomhill
Business Park, Broomhill Road,
Dublin 24. Tel.: 01-596209; fax: 01-
596123.
One of the new Merriott steel tubular
towel radiators which are available
from this month.
PRODUCT REVIEW
RADIATORS
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The
Plumberls
Mate
Heatmerchants make it all childls play!
Top quality convector panel radiators, at a great
price, with a five-year guarantee and a first class
back-up on stocks and service... sounds like a
tall order?
Not to Heatmerchants, because to us that's
second nature.
Our.Concept 2000 radiators offer quality, superb
prices and reliability, right across the range.
Ask for Concept 2000 radiators at any
Heatmerchants' branch and selected stockists
nationwide.
IRELAND'S LEADING DOMESTIC PLUMBING AND HEATING SUPPUERS
DUBLIN
3. Kylemore Pari< Nth.
Kylemore Rd. Dublin 10.
Tel: 01·6231248
Fax: 01-623 1253
CORK
5. Penrose Quay. Corl<.
Tel: 021·506944
Fax: 021·506191
ATHLONE
Dublin Rd. Athlone.
Co. Westmeath.
Tel: 0902·72730
Fax: 0902·72769
LIMERICK
Roxboro, Limerick.
Tel" 061·3112061718
Fax: 061-43708
KILKENNY
Industrial Estate.
Hebron Rd. Kilkenny.
Tel: 056-62244
Fax: 056-63232
SLIGO
Duck Pari<. Sligo.
Tel: 071-62133
Fax: 071·69730
WATERFORD
Pari< Rd.
Waterlord City.
Tel: 051-77304
Fax: 051-7298418
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Faral Tropical In Aluminium
has been achieved by two very
attractive features not hitherto
available on the Irish market.
(1) Type 21 radiators -- Two panels
and one convector, to replace the
standard double-panel radiator.
Supplied complete with tops and
sides, it has a much slimmer profile,
therefore saving on room space;
(2) Type 11 radiators -- The
standard single-panel convector
can now be supplied with tops and
sides to give a coordinated effect
throughout the house;
Concept 2000 is the title of the
range, a name chsoen to reflect the
vision of the designers which has
resulted in an aesthetically and
technoligically-advanced radiator
colletion.
A Heatmerchants spokesman
described Concept 2000 as "a
revolution in radiators...a radiator for
the thrid millenium, a decade ahead
of its time".
Details from Heatmerchants Ltd, 3
Kylemore Park North, Kylemore
Road, Dublin 10. Tel: 01 -
6231248; Fax: 01 - 6231253... or
anyone of Heatmerchants'
nationwide outlets.
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The success of Tropical radiators is due in a large part to the high quality
of the aluminium alloy used throughout the Faral range.
Faral's starting point in designing its radiator was to select a metal that is
an excellent heat transmitter. Aluminium both radiates and convects
heat very efficiently, permitting rapida optimum performance from cold.
Aluminium reacts swiftly to changes in the temperature of the fluid
circulating inside it. This is because its low heat inertia allows it to
respond instantly to thermostatically controlled systems.
This ability, combined with a low water content, constitutes a substantial
saving of energy. Aluminium is lightweight and in consequence a simple
material to load, locate and look after. The result is a saving of time and
installation cost. Available from Tropical are eight radiators for low-
pressure hot-water (LPHW) heating systems up to a maximum
temperature of 110 C. The range has its own individual character and
an infinite number of combinations to suit every type of furnishing, meet
any space requirement and achieve all normal heat output levels.
There are six different heights, two depths and an infinite variety of
widths. Tropical radiators, made of die-cast aluminium alloy, consist of
convenient modular sections assembled by means of steel nipples.
In tight corners the smaller three or four section units come into their
own. If space isn't a problem, then units of 15 or more sections are
easily assembled.
Details from Heating Distributors Ltd, 145/147 Richmond Road, Dublin 3.
Tel.: 01 375144; fax: 01 370531.
Anne's Hospital, Harringay, East
Hampstead Park School and
Abbotsfield School in the UK, and in
Dublin the Custom House Dock
development, the new Sweepstakes
offices and Irish Life's new
development on George's Quay.
Details from Runtalrad Limited,
Beechill, Clonskeagh, Dublin 4.
Tel.: 01 2695333; Fax: 01
2697748.
Biasi, from Heatmerchants,
combined their natural Italian flair
with a comprehesive technological
development programme to provide
a product unique to the Irish
radiator marketplace.
Recognising that radiators are no
longer seen as simply a means to
provide heating but rather as part of
the furniture of a room, Biasi have
designed a range of radiators to
complement any room decor. This
Concept 2000 Type 11 with top and side panels from Heatmerchants
manufacture.
Runtalrad has gained its strong
market position by not perceiving
itself to be, or acting as, a simple
radiator manufacturer, but rather as
a provider of heating services to
specifiers, such as consulting
engineers and architects. This
reflects its market-driven
philosophy. All proposals for
bespoke products are prepared
using sophisticated computer aided
design facilities in Runtalrad's own
Research & Development
department.
The company has always been in
the forefront of new developments
in the radiator industry. It pioneered
the use of high output convectors
on radiators 20 years ago and 10
years ago was the first company to
introduce the concept of Low
Surface Temperature radiators for
use in hospitals and schools.
Other innovative approaches
include reducing the depth of
bespoke radiators to increase
lettable floor areas in office blocks
and the design of heating systems
which conceal visible valves,
pipework and fittings in modern
interiors. Runtalrad is also highly-
experienced in solving such general
practical problems as the lack of
secure bracketing points in modern
buildings and high pressure
workings.
The company has recently secured Biasi Concept
contracts for Barnes Hospital, St
.-------------= 2000 Convector
Radiators
RADIATORS
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CIBSE Annual Dinner
I was joined at the barbeque
by Frank Somers, a larger than
life character who managed to
keep the friendly chat going
when my golf and burger
praying for the miracle of the
loaves and fishes to re-occur.
Which wouldn't have been
that unlikely. "I am after all
the son of Eamon McGrattan,
the next best thing to God"
He was responsible not 0
for organising the tournament
but also the weather, which
incidentally was magnificent.
Larry Maginn let me in on his
secret, apparently he has his
own convent of nuns in outer
Mongolia altering the weather
to his needs.
It wasn't long before I was
running out of bread, burgers,
sausages, mustard, even
ketchup, in fact the only thing
we had plenty of was heat. If
it wasn't for John Purcell and
his frequent trips to
Superquinn, I would have been
CIBSE Catalogue
The new CmSE Bookshop catalogue is now available. It
gives full details of all CmSE publications. These
include the CmSE Guide, Applications Manuals,
Technical Memoranda and Lighting Guides.
The CmSE Bookshop also stocks ASHRAE, BRE,
BSRIA and HVCA publications. To obtain a copy of this
catalogue or place an order, contact the bookshop on teI.:
0044 816755211; fax: 0044 8164755449.
I didn't realise that following
little while balls around a field
could inspire such appetites.
It's more likely that the
recession has really taken its
toll on the Building Industry
and these men hadn't eaten in
days.
O'Connor in the place was
descending upon me with
hunger burning in their eyes.
I felt a cold sweat break out on
my forehead and my blood
pressure boil over like milk on
a stove. My father was solely
responsible for this citadel of
bank managers and Rotarians
being invaded by CIBSE. A
motley crew of ex-brickies,
bowzies and rascals who had
built London in the 1960s,
extended Dublin in the 1970s
and decided to call the 1980s
and 1990s a late lunch.
My outpost was between the
ninth and the tenth hole. I was
provided with a gas barbecue
and a mountain of hamburger,
both sponsored by Dublin Gas,
a corporation 1 had lost faith in
years ago when I lost
eyebrows and nostril hair to
my grandmother's hob.
However, the equipment was
more than satisfactory and the
burgers delicious. They were
certainly a big hit, I couldn't
cook enough of them and
certainly not quickly enough.
Every budding Christy
four. On arrival I was not
disappointed, even the lady
members looked like John
Cleese.18 E
NEW
A View
On 23 September, I was
presented with a business
proposition by one Eamonn
McGrattan (my dad), the
conditions of which were not
very appealing to me, but, as a
student with a very high
gearing ration, I was not in a
position to negotiate. I was to
be Head Chef at a barbecue
held in the Hermitage Golf
Club by the CIBSE.
Tenth
from the
Nepotism I hear you cry.
Child abuse I answer! I was
tempted to contact Esther on
the Child-Line but feared
she'd make me the subject of
a BBC documentary.
In preparation for my task I
undertook a little background
reading. Hermitage Golf
Club, five miles from Dublin.
Founded in 1905; Bogey-
First Nine; 36 Second Nine.
Ladies may play on six days
and on seven days in July and
August, (lucky girls). I could
see it already, the entire cast of
"Monty Python" in Lacoste
pullovers and tartan plus-
18 BSNews, November
The CmSE Annual Dinner which is for
members, their guests and friends, will take
place at the Concert Hall, RDS on Friday,
20 November 1992. Ore s for the occasion
will be informal and, as was common with
the dinner in previous years, members are
invited to book individual tables to entertain
their guests.
The cost per person will be £32 and
cheques made out to the CIBSE Social
Account should accompany each request for
tickets. This should be addre sed to Brian
Homan, clo Seamus'Homan Associates, 5
Marine Terrace, Dun Laoghaire, Co Dublin.
Printed invitations are being prepared and
will be forwarded on receipt of a cheque for
the appropriate amount.
All tables can accommodate 10 persons and,
therefore, it will be necessary for fewer than
10 to share a table. Limited supervised car
parking will be available in front of the RDS
and the entrance is through the gates directly
opposite the Am Headquarters in
Ballsbridge. Members and gue ts ate
requested to present themselves for dinner at
7.30 pm for 8.00 pm and should ensure they
are seated at their table at the appropriate
time.
The Annual Dinner f the Institution has
always been a successful occasion in the
past and all memb r are encouraged to
attend to make this new venue an even
greater success.
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Enda McGrattan
Frank Somers, Brendan
Bracken, Gerry Baker
(Lilian's husband) and Sean
Smith must be comrnended as
they survived a day working
with McGrattan; they'll never
make it as fitters but for
apprentices they did okay. I'd
also like to take this
opportunity to give a personal
thanks to Larry Maginn for
taking me under his wing for
the day, and sharing his
humour with me. (Frank
Carson eat your heart out.)
It is only fair to say that the
day was a great success,
enjoyed by all, even me. The
CIBSE can wear this day like
a feather in its cap. However,
could the members who
thought it would be amusing to
remove the flags from the last
four holes, please return them
before the police are
contacted.
A very special thanks must
now be offered to the
sponsors, Runtalrad, who
provided the blazers, jumpers
and shirts, and BSS who
provided the crystal.
Larry Maginn, Dave Egan,
CIBSE/Energy Division
Joint technical evening on the status of alternative refrigerants as
replacement CFCs - Pictured prior to the presentation were Chris
Mullis, Development Technologist, Rhone-Poulenc; Seamus "oman; and
John Purcell, CmSE Chairman.
The shot nearest the pin on the
tenth was that of Bill Noone, a
man who always comes close
in the winners' enclosure.
Woodside Cableplan Ltd.
provided him with his prize, a
double dose of Mount Juliet.
SERIES A. Engineered for Quality, value SERIES 8 • Rugged chassis design for SERIES C• Full range of compact freestanding
and style.•Wide range of models and sizes, concealed location and space saving economy. units with stylish, 600mm high casings - and
with ex-stock delivery on popular units. • Versatility with standard models for vertical, outputs to match all occasions.• Competitive
• Application flexibility: models for LTHw, horizontal and reversed airflow application. pricing makes Series Cunits easy on the budget
MTHWand steam.•Comprehensive range of • Choice ofcoils for LTHw, MTHw, steam and • Stocks of preferred sizes ensure Quick
accessories and control options including heat recovery with all the accessories you'll delivery.•Wide ranges of accessories and control
Audiostat. • Powder coated<for superb long ever need.• Discreet, efficient and excellent options - including Audiostat. • Powder
life finish. value. coating ensures long lasting good looks.
Dunham-Bush fan coil heaters are letter perfect for quality and performance. Send for full details TODAY.
banter had gone flat. He
enjoyed the catering business
so much he was considering
trading in his hard hat for a
chefs hat. Pity he only had
one style of cooking, very very
well done.
The result of the match was of
course a fix. ABB
Environment Ltd. won
because of the unusually low
quotes they had provided by
Sean Smith. Oh well all's fajr
in golf and business and
anyone can make a mistake
adding up a golf card, right
Sean?
The longest drive was
provided by John Finan, a
non-golfer. He thought he had
to tee off at the first and aim
for the hole at the second. He
went on to play a nme-hole
round, over hitting each
alternative green. T. Bourke
and Co. Ltd. decided to give
him a prize anyway as
encouragement.
Selecting the '
right Dunham-Bush ri
Fan Coil Heater r
.
IS as easy as ...
~.._...~ ..~ _ .
........ ....-.c••, ...
------ -7J.~=:;
p~
E:URO GAS lTO.
1 OUNCAIRN PLACE, BRAY, CO. WICKLOW
lel: 01-286 8244, 01-286 8563. Fax: 286 1729
o
...-ClJIT'.. _
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TRADE NEWS
Dunham Bush For
Euro Gas
Euro-Gas Ltd have been
appointed agents throughout the
Republic of Ireland for the entire
Dunham-Bush range, all of
which is manufactured to the
relevant BS requirements.
refrigerant, HCFC-123, which
has a very low ozone-depleting
potential as well as very low
greenhouse warming potential,
Trane's new chiller employs over
200 new design features that
virtually eliminate emjssions.
Trane has used a total system
approach to develop a chiller that
operates with "near zero"
emissions refrigerant. This
breakthrough in technology has
been accomplished as a result of
improved construction, purge
unit efficiency, leak testing
techniques, use of a low-p e
design, and refrigerant handling
and recovery techniques.
Trane's revisions to its chiller
designs include the u er of
improved gasket materials and
minjmising the use of threaded
fittings. The "near zero"
emjssions chiller design is made
possible by the inherent
advantages of low-pressure
chiller design which means that,
in the event of a leak, air will
typically leak into the machine
instead of refrigerant leaking out.
In the only section of the
machine that is pre surised
during the operation - the
condenser - the pressure
differential to atmosphere, which
i the driving force behind the
leaks, is over 20 and 30 times
less than medium-pressure and
high-pressure refrigerants
re pectively.
In addition to its using the
recently-developed substitute
Today, the Trane Company, one
of the world's largest
manufacturers of centrifugal
chillers, expects to have a "near
zero" emissions HCFC-123
centrifugal chiller, available by
mid-1993.
Emission-Free
Chiller
opening of a fourth branch office
in Dublin, EPS are obviously
continuing their rate of steady
growth.
Irish Agreement Board Approves
Walltherm
Pictured at the Flogas plc agm on Friday 9 October are Chairman, Jim
Flavin and Eugene Quigley, Chief Executive, Flogas plc. Speaking at the
agm, Mr Flavin told shareholders that Flogas is considering a move into
other complementary areas of business. The board has delegated John
Ahern to examine new opportunities.
shading. The colouring slowly
changes from green to whjte,
symbolising the purification
process of water and effluent
treatment. The crescent then
"flows" in the P which illustrates
EPS's involvement and expertise
in the pumping field, with the
solid blue line underneath
changing to a ripple, then to a
drop, to show a link to liquid
handling of all types.
This new logo will also help
provide a common corporate
image with new and existing
subsidiary companie .
Coinciding, as this does, with the
In 1982, Pumps and Engineer
(part of the Lister Group) was
purchased which broadened the
company's product range
considerably. As a result of the
increased business being
obtained in the effluent disposal
area, the company consciously
became proficient in effluent
treatment. A conscious decision
was made to develop this area of
activity, which was done
successfully to the stage where it
now accounts for a major part of
the business, the other main areas
being agriculturaUdomestic
pumping; municipalllocal
authority pumping schemes; and Walltherm cavity wall insulation has become one of the first
industrial pumping. building products to be granted certification by the newly-formed
To reflect these changes, EPS Irish Agreement Board.
briefed a professional design Assessment of Wall therm, the UK's longest established glass wool
company to up-date its image. blown cavity insulation system, has been carried out by the lAB in
Design Associates of Cork were association with the National Standards Authority ofIreland.
given the commission and they The Walltherm Certificate 92/0036 confirms that the product has
created the new logo which been rigorously tested in respect of fire performance, water
successfully reflects the penetration resistance, thermal performance and durability, and
company's activities. The most that its performance fully meets the requirements of the new
obvious aspect of the design is Building Regulations, in all respects.
the crescent with graduated I L- ---.J
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EPS Image
Update
EPS has launched a new logo,
reflecting the changes in the
company's activities over the
past number of years.
Established in 1969, EPS began
its business as a supplier of
pumps to the farming industry
and white goods to the general
consumer. Having discovered a
niche in the market, full attention
was given to the pumping sector
which ensured that the business
grew steadily.
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TRADE NEWS
IDHE
Presentation of
Diplomas
to prise Runtalrad away, have
been discounted by all the parties
involved. Furthermore, industry
rumours of a planned sell-off of
H A O'Neils have also been
denied.
The evening will be sponsored
by Barlo and is scheduled to
commence at approximately 7.30
pm.
Presentation of IDHE Diplomas
to new members on Thursday, 12
November at the Tara Towers
Hotel, Dublin.
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Whatever the statements
emanating from Zehnder and
lones at present, there is no
denying that the matter is in
I
something of a state of flux. It
will be interesting to see what
further moves Zehnder make in
the coming months, while the
reaction of the lones Group is
also being watched very closely.
renowned manufacturer of
radiators who also hold the
Runtal trade mark and from
whom the lones Group has a
licence to manufacture rads
under the Runtal name through
Runtalrad Ltd.
With interim losses of £2
million, the lones Group is seen
by financial commentators as
being vulnerable to a takeover
bid but, statements from both
Zehnder and the lones Group say
that that is not the intention.
Despite its international standing,
Zehnder has never really made
any headway in the UK, a
marketplace where Runtal has an
enviable stronghold. Hence the
statement that the intention
behind the recent acquisition was
to strengthen its standing in
relation to this particular market.
A spokesman for the lones
Group told BSNews as we went
to press that this was also the
view of the Group. He conceded
that the acquisition - and the
size and speed of it - did take
lones by surprise
but stressed that,
on anaylsis, makes
a great deal of
sense. Apparently,
Zehnder have been
standing in the
wings for some
time with their
Dublin
stockbrokers
having been
briefed to move at
an appropriate
time.
Suggestions that
Zehnder is to make
a full-scale bid for
the lones Group, or
that it will attempt
For tho e who don't already
know, Zehnder is a world-
full waterside controls, with
casing in a wide choice of
colours. Ease of maintenance and
low noise levels are key features.
'Swiss Cuckoo
Startles Jones'
Such wa the heading on the
news report on the business
pages of the Irish Times on 24
October last covering the sudden
and totally-unexpected near 15%
acquisition of lones by Zehnder.
BSNews makes no apologies for
reproducing the title as it
encapsulates precisely the very
nature of the Zehnder move.
EMI-WELO LTD.
IRELAND
0506-36219
The recently-launched Dunham-Bush Series D fan coil units now available
from Euro-Gas.
roduct portfolio is
extensive, one of the success
stories being the Series A fan
coil units. Durability and
flexibility of design are key
feature, in addition to the wide
choice on offer.
The range covers free-standing
units as well as recessed, ceiling,
underfloor and mounted types.
S~ries A is especially suited to
school and similar types of
applications.
Latest addition is the collection
of new Series D fan coil units.
These cover all air applications,
oncealed units mounted in
cel mgs and walls to fully-cased
units for floor and ceiling use.
All models can be supplied with
Pictured at the presentation of IIG Welding Unit EMI180C manufactured in
Ireland by Emi-Weld Ltd. were (I to r) Eric Mitchell, MD, Emi-Weld Ltd;
Brian Cowan, Minister for Labour and Declan Cuskelly, 1992/93 National
Welder of the Year.
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Model RAn perimeter air treatment terminal from Tempar
I Model ACE floor supply air conditioning unit from Tempar. Contact: 01 - 683855.
I Model An floor-recessed air treatment terminal from Tempar
TEMPAR . ENVIRONMENT
2000
Environment 2000 is an
underfloor, variable-volume,
variable-temperature air
conditioning system. It basically
comprises a floor-mounted air
handling unit which provides
supply air at an optimum
temperature and volume to a
raised floor void from where it is
drawn, as required, by system air
treatment terminals according to
individual zone needs.
The floor-mounted air handling
unit incorporates a top-mounted
air return plenum, air filter
section, chilled water cooling coil
section, LPHW or electric heater
battery section, downflow supply
air fan section and inbuilt control
panel section with BMS
compatible microprocessor
module.
This unit can be also supplied
with custom-designed air return
plenum to connect to a false
ceiling void and with steam
electrode humidification. This
system section is manufactured
in two model sizes.
The system air treatment
terminals are of two types - a
floor-recessed (AIT) model which
replaces a conventional
600mmx600mm raised floor
panel; and a perimeter floor
mounted (RAIT) model. Each
terminal incorporates an
underfloor air/recirculation air
mixing box with fully-modulating
damper, electric heater, 3-speed
fan and microprocessor controller
with full networking capability to
interface with the air handling unit
module in scheduling underfloor
supply air temperature and
volume according to individual
zone requirements.
One of the main advantages of
the Atlas Environment 2000
system is the flexibility it provides
in adapting to changes in office
layout. The air treatment
terminals can easily be relocated
in any location to accommodate
office repartitioning.
Tempar can also supply the Atlas
full access floor system.
22 BSNews, November 1992
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MERRlon TOWEL
RADIATORS
Merriott have recently developed
a new steel tubular towel radiator
which will be available in the
market in November 1992 in
three sizes:
sell direct to the user, but through
a nationwide network of
distributors and stockists.
Details from M. Donnelly and Co.
Ltd., 18 Lee Road, Dublin
Industrial Estate, Glasnevin,
Dublin 11. Tel.: 01-304558; fax:
01-304809.
BSF PIPE CLIP
Due to the changing pattern of
building construction and demand
from the heating and ventilation
installation contractors, Boss
Flamco have introduced the BSF
pipe clip to meet the latest
requirements.
Features include the following:
- enables pipes to be fitted close
BOSS GREEN FOR
POTABLE WATER
BSS have introduced "Boss
Green" jointing compound,
following a growing requirement
within the water industry for a
jointing compound for potable
water to fully satisfy water
authorities items which have
passed full testing for effect on
water quality BS 6920.
Boss Green is also suitable for
hot water applications, eg,
shower installations and
conforms to BS 6956 Part 5:
1992 for use with hot and cold
water at pressures up to 7 bar
and temperatures up to 200 C.
Details from BSS (Ireland)
Limited, White Heather Industrial
Estate,301 South Circular Road,
Dublin 8. Tel.: 01 541966; fax: 01
541017
to ceilings and walls;
- range of clips include sizes to
accommodate insulation blocks
for .5" to 4". N.B. BS 1387 steel
tube (15mm - 50mm thick) and
15mm - 76mm BS 2871 Table
'X' copper tube (15mm - 50mm
thick);
- connection sizes - M8, M10
or M12 according to size of clip;
- certain smaller sizes are
available with either M8 or M10
connections;
- temperature rating - -20
degrees to +20 degrees Celcius;
- coating - clip electrolytically
zinc-plated.
Details from BSS (Ireland)
Limited, White Heather Industrial
Estate, 301 South Circular Road,
Dublin 8. Tel.: 01 541966; fax: 01
541017
Width
600mm
600mm
600mm
Height
800 x
1200 x
1800 x
Using the most advanced
technology in Europe, the towel
radiators are manufactured with
no visible weld joints and the
tubes are precision-sealed by a
unique patented process.
The modern design of the towel
radiator ensures that it is
highlyefficient while being visually
attractive.
Details from Merriott Radiators
Ltd, Unit 2, Broomhill Business
Park, Broomhill Road, Dublin 28,
Tel.: 01-596209; fax: 01-596123
Type
BRT1
BRT2
BRT3
AEG CIRCULAR SAW
AEG Power Tools has launched
the company's new circular saw,
the HKS 85. With 9.25" blade
and 1700-Watt motor, the
machine can cope with the most
demanding sawing jobs and work
with a variety of materials.
The HKS 85 is designed to offer
professional users excellent
cutting performance. The circular
saw incorporates a sophisticated
blade and cutting depth which
can be adjusted to 85mm.
Increasing the product's
versatility, the solid base plate
can also be swivelled up to 45
degrees and positioned exactly
by precise adjustment. The
gears are integrated in a robust
aluminium die-cast housing.
User safety forms an integral part
of the technical specification.
The base plate includes a handle
for safe, two-hand operation.
Further, a "dead man safety"
device ensures that the machine
automatically cuts out once the
user no longer continues to apply
pressure to either of the operating
switches. A connection for a dust
extractor or a dustbag is
designed to prevent fine particles
generated by working with
wooden surfaces causing
irritation to the user.
Additional features include: a
parallel guide with millimetre
scale and a tungsten tipped
teflon-coated sawblade with 22
teeth.
All AEG Power Tools conform to
the highest international safety
and quality standards, including
BS5750 and the German VDE
0740. The company, now part of
the Atlas Copco Group, does not
PRODUCTS
Building Services Buyer Guide
Have you got your copy of the newly-published Building Services Buyer Guide
1992/3? The 104-page guide is by far the most comprehensive on the industry
to date, its 1700 cross-referenced entries making it an invaluable aid to all
involved in building services. Copies are available from the publishers,
Pressline Ltd. Tel: 01 - 2885001.
BSNews, November 1992 23
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Newmarket Information, the Dun Laoghaire-based
construction information company, provides advance
information on new construction projects nationwide -- all
potential leads for contractors, sub-contractors and
suppliers. The company publishes information in the
weekly CIS report which provides full project details,
contact names, addresses and telephone numbers, design
team details and tendering and construction schedules.
The following listing is provided by CIS Report and gives a
brief description of the types of projects covered. To obtain
information on the service phone 01 - 2809476/2809557.
DVANCE
DUBLIN
Dublin clothing
manufacturers. Vedoneire
Ltd. has sought planning
permission for the erection of
an extension to the existing
factory consisting of 7.5m high
store/manufacturing area with
two-storey offices to the front
at the Greenhills Industrial
Estate. Walkinstown.
Construction work. costing
£200.000 will start in the New
Year and will take four
months to complete.
The IDA has sought planning
permission for the change of
use of Unit 19 from industrial
to office/software use at the
lOA Enterprise Centre. East
Wall.
Work will involve the sub-
division of the existing two-
storey building with a
mezzanine floor and the
building is to provide 5 smaller
units. The two-storey building
will measure 408.2 sq m and
will be situated on a 14.097.87
sq m site. A1stead Securities
were recently granted planning
permission for the I
construction of a three-storey
over basement development for
use as a carpark. office.
showroom. light
industrial/warehouse and
storage use on a site at nos. 16
Rutland Place (otherwise rear
of 16 Parnell Square), 16A
Rutland Place. 10/11 Gardiner
Row. The three-storey unit.
measuring 1.394.29 sq m. will
be built in steel and concrete
on a 457.11 sq m site.
Construction of the £750.000
project is expected to take six
to seven months to complete.
Gerard F May has been
awarded the roofing and
cladding contract on the
24 BSNews, November 1992
ALES lEADS
construction of a major new
healthcare product
manufacturing facility at
Damastown Industrial Estate.
Mulhuddart for Mallinckrodt
Medical Imaging. the US
healthcare company. G&T
Crampton Ltd. has been
appointed as construction co-
ordination contractors in
relation to this project.
Christopher Bennett & Son
Ltd started work in August on
the £15 million project and
work will take 18 months to
complete.
In the meantime. the company
has sought planning
permission for the erection of
an extension to the
administration building
consisting of a single-storey
laboratory building measuring
210 sq m. with a height of
4.7m at Damastown.
Mulhuddart. The proposed
additional laboratory area will
be an extension to the
administration building
currently being constructed by
builders. Christopher Bennett
& Son Ltd.
A range of sub-contractors
have been appointed for
Microsoft Ireland in
connection with the
construction of a new £6
million manufacturing facility
adjoining the existing premises
including a new entrance from
Carmenhall Road. new roads.
carparks. shipping and
unloading areas. external oil
storage and a new boundary
fence at Blackthorn Road.
Sandyford Industrial Estate.
G&T Crampton Limited started
work in September and will
take twelve months to
complete the contract.
The single-storey extension.
measuring approximately 400
sq m. will include a two-storey
administration area built in a
steel and concrete frame.
KILDARE
O'Kane Foods. distributors of
frozen foods such as chickens.
has sought planning
permission from Naas Urban
District for the erection of an
extension to the existing cold
stores including a loading bay
and plantroom at Naas
Industrial Estate. The Single
store extension measuring 543
sq m. will be situated on a
7.208 hec. site. Construction
work. costing £0.5 million will
start in January 1993 and will
take two to three months to
complete.
LIMERICK
Eamonn O'Toole and
Partners has sought planning
permission for the erection of a
factory and office building at
the Plassey Technological
Park. Castletroy. The two-
storey building measuring 500
sq m. will be built in reinforced
concrete columns with
concrete floors. Investment
will be between £200.000 and
£300.000.
Analog Devices BV.
manufacturers of integrated
circuits. has sought planning
permission for the erection of
an extension to the existing
plant house. a new chemical
store. an extension to the
existing nitrogen plant, a new
gas store and hydrogen plant.
retention of site development
works already carried out and
an extension to the car park at
the Raheen Industrial Estate.
The two-storey plantroom.
measuring 689 sq m. will be
built in reinforced concrete
and will be built separately to
the existing premises.
CCBI Ltd (Container
Construction Building
International Limited).
container manufacturers. has
sought planning permission for
the erection of a factory for the
dismantling of petrol storage
tanks and their reduction to
scrap on the site in bins at
Foynes Industrial Estate. The
single-storey factory.
measuring 723 sq m will be
built in a steel frame. Work
costing over £0.5 million will
start in the Spring of 1993 and
will take six months to
complete.
MAYO
Work has begun in earnest on
the construction of a new
building at the Westport plant
of AIIergan Ireland Ltd. the
pharmaceutical
manufacturers. John Sisk &
Son Ltd started work. costing
£4 million. in early September
and the contract will be
completed by July 1993.
The project involves a £5
million lOA-backed investment
for the manufacture of two
new therapeutic products. one
to be used in the treatment of
muscular disorders and the
second as a surgical aid in
cataract operations.
The pharmaceutical facili
include production.
warehousing. offices and
laboratories including a plant
room and support facilities.
EBCO Manufacturing Co of
Columbus. Ohio has sought
planning permission for the
change of use of the existing
advance factory for the
manufacture of drinking water
cooling/heating appliances
together with all associated
building modifications.
services and site works at the
Bunree Industrial Estate.
Ballina (see News. page 2).
TIPPERARY
Additional warehousing space
together with a loading ba
canopy. accommodation s
and fascia cladding is to be
erected to the existing
warehouse and production
building at the Gortland Roe
Industrial Estate. Nenagh. for
the multi-national toilet and
consumer products company.
Procter and Gamble. The
building contractor will be
appointed in mid-November.
WICKLOW
Hafele Ireland Ltd. importers
of furniture fittings. have
sought planning permission for
the erection for an industrial
warehouse and offices at
Creowen. Kilcoole. The
development will measure
1999 sq m and will include
Single-storey offices to the
front.
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M y S 0 N S U P A L I N E
Myson Supaline
Radiators.
It's the way we put
them together that
sets them apart
At Myson we believe that there is more to central
heating installation than 1TUlets the eye.
Our radiators produce more heat per square
inch because of the Myson "High Energy
Construction" technique. There are two parts of
a radiator to which a convectorfin can be
welded. The section between the waterways and
the waterway itself, the latter being far more
difficult and technicaUy demanding but so much
more effective in terms ofheat output.
The Myson Supaline range comprises over 190
types ofradiator across four different heights to
suit every individual custo1TUlr require1TUlnt. AU
backed up by ourfree design service.
Impressive? We think so.
Slim and attractive, Myson Supaline radiators
with their high quality finish and slender lines
combine the utmost in efficiency with exceptional
durability that any discerning buyer wiU
appreciate.
Look closer and you wiU recognise our radiators
are built to exact British Kite Mark standards
(and not every manufacturer can say that...).
Our rigorous testing procedure ensures that
individual product strength goes far beyond the
require1TUlnts ofeveryday usage.
To complete the picture, every Myson Supaline is
delivered with concealed waU brackets and air
vent key, clearly coded with size and output,
protectively packaged to reach you in perfect
condition.
"In addition, every Supaline radiator is now
covered by a 5-year warranty, giving both
the trade, customer and end user increased
peace ofmind to know that they have
purchased a high-quality product with the
backing ofthe Blue Circle group of
companies. "
The Myson range ofradiators, thermostatic
valves and lockshields, is your guarantee of
excellence, so why settlefor less.
Given the facts, couldyou really specify any
other radiator?
Write to:-
Potterton Myson Ireland
Unit 12E,
Parkmore Industrial Estate, Longmile Road,
Dublin 12, Ireland. Telephone: (Ol) 509075.
Facsimile: (Ol) 553629.
~ ~@~POTTERTON MYSON ~ )")
PAtH O. IlUI C1ReLl ~~/
M y S 0 N S U P A L I N E
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Dwyer Manometers, Magnehelic Gauges,
Pressure, Level, Flow Switches and Meters
MANOTHERM LTD - The one stop shop for industrial instruments
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